A GREAT START.
Discover the striking front end design featuring a prominent chrome grille
with decorative chrome inserts. Signature headlamps featuring
LED daytime running light technology, feline in their appearance,
they complement the design beautifully. A front bumper
adorned with a scuff plate finished in distinctive ‘Lion Grey’, together
with a raised horizontal bonnet and vertical front face give
the car real presence.

THE PERFECT FINISH.
The striking design seen at the front and in profile culminates beautifully at the rear.
Signature PEUGEOT design touches include signature ‘Claw Effect’ LED lights
that flank the gloss black rear cluster connecting strip,
a feature further enhanced by the fact that the ‘Claw Effect’ lighting comes
with a daytime running function. For a sporting touch a rear spoiler enhances
the silhouette further whilst Allure models also enjoy tinted rear windows
for an increased feeling of exclusivity.
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HEIGHTENED SENSATIONS.

ELECTRIC IMPULSE CONTROL.

Increase your senses tenfold on board the all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV. With its spectacular

To accompany the new PEUGEOT i-Cockpit®, versions equipped with an Efficient Automatic

new PEUGEOT i- Cockpit®, the all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV invites you to explore

Transmission (EAT8) are operated by the stylish and ergonomically designed Electric

a 100% digital world. The configurable 8” capacitive touchscreen with smart phone levels of

Impulse Control. Beautiful in its design, carefully selected materials including satin chrome,

responsiveness, configurable 12.3” head-up digital instrument panel which can be personalised

full grain leather and high gloss piano black trim combine to give the control an appearance

to suit the drivers needs and the compact sports steering wheel with integrated controls are

most fitting of the new PEUGEOT i-Cockpit®. Offering as much substance as style,

guaranteed to enhance your driving experience.

the Electric Impulse Control can automatically engage ‘Park’ when the ignition is switched off,
giving the driver one less thing to think about.
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MIRROR SCREEN® FUNCTIONALITY.
To ensure seamless compatibility between your smartphone and all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV every model benefits from Mirror Screen functionality.
Mirror Screen® encompasses Apple CarPlayTM and MirrorLink® technologies. With a compatible device you will be able to enjoy key features from
your smartphone mirrored onto the 8.0” capacitive touchscreen. In addition to charging via USB, a smartphone charging plate can also be specified to
allow wireless inductive charging on the move.
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DELIGHT YOUR SENSES.
Enhance your experience on board all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV
in a number of ways. Satin chrome, high gloss piano black trimmings
are everywhere for a more luxurious and stylish outcome.
To enhance the interior further, why not increase the intensity of
the mood lighting. With lighting in the door pockets, centre console,
roof and in a cascading form down the inside of the front door panels,
this results in a real night time spectacle.

A TOUCH OF PERFECTION.

STYLE AND SUBSTANCE.

Here, each detail has been designed to create a sense of well-being. The main comfort

Stylish details abound, complemented by numerous practical touches throughout the interior of

functions, such as the radio, air-conditioning, vehicle settings, telephone or mobile

all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV. With over thirty litres of interior storage including a large front

apps are at your fingertips and can be accessed through elegant chrome aviation-

centre console and two second row underfloor storage compartments, you won’t be left wanting

inspired Toggle Switches.

for storage space. Featuring strengthened lids, the underfloor storage compartments are
compatible with an Isofix child seat base support leg. Other touches to make life easier on board
include three sets of Isofix mounting points across all seats in row two as well as sun blinds
and seat back tray tables.
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ENJOY THE WORLD OUTSIDE.

OUTSTANDING MODULARITY.

Bathe the cabin in natural light with the opening panoramic glass roof. Complete

With outstanding levels of modularity as standard across the range, all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV

with tilt and slide functions, this large glass roof can open up to sixteen inches.

is ready for whatever you can throw at it. With seven individual seats on board, everyone can get

Complete with mood lighting that illuminates the full length of the glass panel at night

comfortable. Second row occupants can enjoy longitudinal adjustment to maximise legroom

and an electric sunblind for when the sun proves to be a bit too much.

and even recline the seat back rest angle for optimum comfort on each of the three independent seats.
Third row occupants can enjoy generous levels of leg and headroom as well as an airy feel
offered by the generous expanses of glass. If not required the third row seats can be removed and
stored separately.
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EASY LOADING.

CREATE YOUR OWN SPACE.

Hands full? Watch the ingenious Smart Electric Tailgate open and close

With seven independent seats, all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV offers outstanding modularity,

with hands-free function, making it easy to load all your objects.

with row three lowered you can enjoy an impressive load space of 952 litres.

All it takes is a swift foot motion under the bumper centre to activate it...

The third row seats weigh just 11kg each and can be removed from the vehicle

And make life easier. With a large bootaperture and low load sill,

and stored separately, in doing so, this increases the load space to 1060 litres.

loading the all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV couldn’t be easier.

Fold the second row flat and this increases the load space to a truly cavernous 2,150 litres.

Whether it be a couple of surf boards after a trip to the beach or

For extra long loads, all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV also has this covered, simply fold

the family pet for a trip to the park, all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV

the front passenger seat to increase the load length to 3.2 metres.

will take it in its stride.
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A COMMANDING VIEW.
With its raised ride height all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV will give
you a commanding view of the road ahead from the comfort of
the new PEUGEOT i-Cockpit®. From the driver’s seat you’ll be
able to look out across the flowing lines of the long horizontal bonnet.
Offering saloon levels of comfort, all- new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV
will take any journey, no matter the distance, in its stride. If your
journey should take you on more winding roads, the compact sports
steering wheel increases the sense of agility, whilst exemplary road
holding gives confidence when cornering.
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Engine

Gearbox

1.6L THP 180

EAT8

Consumptions (in L /100 km)
Low

Medium

High

Extra High

Combined

9.694-9.962

6.957-7.69

5.963-6.867

7.314-8.483

7.142-8.02

EAT8 AUTOMATIC GEARBOX.
The 5008 SUV has combined the innovative EAT8 (Efficient Automatic Transmission 8-speed)

PETROL ENGINE.
The PEUGEOT 5008 offers the Euro 6 engine: the 1.6 l THP 180,
associated with the eight-speed EAT8 automatic gearbox.

automatic gearbox, with the 1.6L THP 180hp engine, this new generation of innovative and
efficient automatic gearbox offers the ultimate driving experience. For quicker and smoother
gear changes and optimal driveability, it features Quickshift technology and the new electric
impulse automatic gearbox control. While the Sport mode offers even greater responsiveness
and performance.
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ADVANCED DRIVER ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS.

SPEED LIMIT INFORMATION / INTELLIGENT
SPEED ADAPTATION (SLI ISA).

Every all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV enjoys three sets of Isofix mounting points, six airbags

Using the windscreen mounted camera, the all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV

including full length curtain and tyre pressure sensors. In addition to assist the driver all versions feature

features speed limit sign recognition, leaving you in no doubt over the speed limit.

automatic emergency braking with pedestrian detection as standard. Allure versions

Upon detecting a speed limit sign this information is read by the camera and

also feature Active Blind Spot Detection* and Active Lane Keeping Assistance*.

displayed in color on the 12.3” head-up digital instrument panel. In addition to being
made aware of the speed the driver also has the option to adapt their speed
to the speed limit on the particular road via the vehicles cruise control
stalk. The vehicle will then adjust its speed accordingly.
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* Optional feature

DRIVE WELL-SUPPORTED.
Equipment like the tyre-pressure warning, gear indicator,
shock-absorbing frame and six airbags give you a more comfortable and safer drive.
These are not the only reasons it gained a 5-star rating – the highest possible – from Euro NCAP,
the most widely recognized independent vehicle safety assessor in Europe.
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SET THE TONE
Choose the colour that matches your character
from the nine in our colour range.
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Bianca White

Pearlescent

Artense Grey

Egyptian Blue

Amazonite Grey

Platinium Grey

Nera Black

Emerald

ROLL IN STYLE.

QUALITY DOWN TO THE
VERY LAST DETAIL.

Designed to complement the sharp exterior design,

With detailed full grain leather trim, every seat

all-new PEUGEOT 5008 SUV is available with 18” ‘DETROIT’

material has been carefully chosen to provide

alloy wheels in two-tone diamond-cut nishes.

style, durability and comfort.

18” ‘DETROIT’
two-tone diamond-cut alloy wheel

Claudia Mistral leather

DIEMENSIONS.
TO PREPARE EVERYTHING WELL.
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www.peugeot.com.hk
Specifications and photos shown may be different from local market.

AUTOFRANCE HONG KONG
Tel：2834 4233

Find us
“Peugeot Hong Kong”

A Sime Darby Motors Company

